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ABSTRACT 
Study of job motivation has been a challenging task for 
the psychologists 5 managers and entrepreneurs. Studies 
conducted on job motivation during the last sixty years has 
not brought to light any single factor or a group of 
factors that equally and consistently motivate employees. 
Different factors have differentially influenced job 
motivation at different times, because it is influenced by the 
needs and aspirations of the individual, socio-psychological 
factors pervading the society and innumerable situational 
factors that exist at a particular moment. Psychologists have 
realised the complexities associated with the study of job 
motivation and have emphasised it repeatedly. 
Numerous theoretical models have been proposed to solve 
the mysteries associated with job motivation. These models 
were empirically tested which led to the emergence of various 
theories such as Maslow's (1954) need hierarchy theory, 
Herzberg's (1959) two factor theory, Vroom's (1964) 
instrumentality theory, Adams' (1963) inequity theory etc. 
Any researchers of job motivation must take into account the 
models as well as the theories before one ventures to study 
job motivation. The present investigator reviewed the theories 
and critically analysed the factors that have been researched. 
This helped us in delineating the independent variables that 
have not been extensively researched. It emerged that 
promotions earned, job level and special training are some of 
the demographic variables alongwith the supervisory styles 
that may influence job motivation. Such an exercise helped us 
in deciding the aims and objectives of the study. Chapter one 
of the thesis contains the aspects mentioned above. 
In chapter two we have dwelt upon methodological issues 
such as tools of measurement, sample, hypotheses to be tested 
and the experimental design to be selected for carrying out 
the research. 
Job Motivation Scale developed by Akhtar & Bhargava 
(1974) was critically evaluated and it was found desirable to 
include such motivational factors as autonomy, responsibility 
and opportunities for promotions (Manju, 1990). Supervisor's 
Orientation Schedule developed by Singh & Pestonjee (1973) has 
been selected because of its reliability and validity 
coefficients were found to be psychometrically sound. 
The present study was conducted on sample of 246 
Engineers, drawn from Hydro-electric Power Station, 
Harduaganj. The researcher personally contacted Executive, 
Assistant and Junior Engineers. The characteristics of the 
sample were as follows:-
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE: 
Variable Range Mean 
Age in years 22-49 39.16 
Job Tenure 1-25 13.85 
No. of Dependents 0-10 3.90 
Salary in Rupees 955-6000 3561.15 
In the present investigation there 
are five independent variables and one dependent one. In such 
a case, multiple regression analysis was found to be the most 
relevant statistical technique for analysing the data. 
Major Findings are listed as below: 
1. Supervisory styles, job level, promotion earned and 
special training exert cummulative effect on job 
motivation of employees. 
2. Production oriented supervisory style and special 
training emerged as significant predictors of job 
motivation. 
3. Supervisory styles, job level, promotion earned and 
special training cummulatively influence intrinsic job 
motivation of employees. 
4. Job level and special training were found as predictors 
of intrinsic job motivation of employees. 
5. Supervisory styles, job level, promotion earned and 
special training cummulatlvely Influence extrinsic job 
motivation of employees. 
6. Production oriented supervisory style and special 
training emerged as significant predictors of extrinsic 
job motivation of employees. 
t-test was also used to find out significant 
differences between the group. 
Results Obtained Through t-Test Are As Follows: 
1. Job level exerts significant effect on intrinsic 
motivation. Engineers had higher Intrinsic motivation 
as compared to Junior Engineers. 
2. Specially trained employees had higher intrinsic 
motivation than those who had no special training. 
3. When the two groups (Engineers and Junior Engineers) 
were compared on various intrinsic factors of job 
motivation significant differences were obtained only 
on two "autonomy" and "Decision making". On both the 
factors engineers had higher mean than their Junior 
counterparts. 
4. Specially trained Engineers had higher extrinsic job 
motivation as compared to not specially trained 
Engineers. 
SUGGESTIONS: 
The findings of the present study are significant in 
many ways but they have their limitations. Since this study 
was conducted in a public sector organisation (UPSEB) the 
predictors that have emerged may not be applicable to private 
sector. If the study is extended to other UPSEBs, it may 
reinforce our findings. 
Job motivation has been a topic of interest for 
researchers because innumerable factors especially situational 
ones effect them. Thus, it may be suggested that replicative 
studies may be undertaken in large and medium sized 
organisations falling within public and private sectors. 
In recent years, organisational culture and its 
influence on employees behaviour has been emphasized. It may 
be visualised that the organisational culture may be taken as 
an independent variable to assess its influence on job 
motivation. Recently, Trice & Beyer (1984), Kerr & Slocum 
(1987) have studied the organisational culture in terms of 
compensation or pay systems and pointed out that 
organisational cultures are often related to compensation 
systems that motivate employees. 
Thcoroticnl1y speaking, locus of control and Type A 
and I'ype B behaviour of employees and its relation to job 
motivation needs to be assessed. 
Suiiimnrtsinp, our supj'.cstioiiR, wc may ho poriiilLLcd to say 
that larger samples and varied nature of organisations 
together with the addition of new independent variables should 
be undertaken to study employees job motivation. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
rNI'ROiniCTION 
Human behaviour, at a particular moment of time, is 
influenced by the internal state of the organism as well as 
the external situation to which one is exposed. Realising 
that human behaviour is truly complex, the mediating 
influence of past experience, emergence of needs, 
interaction with other individual, the ever-changing socio-
political and economic scenario can not be underminded. In 
the present day world, job provides one with possibilities 
and opportunities to achieve one's cherished desire, goals 
that an individual sets for himself. The needs or life goals 
are usually socially conditioned. Taking all these aspects 
into account it can be said that job motivation assumes 
special significance for the individual and the 
psychologists endeavours to unveil the mysteries of 
complexities. 
The term 'motivation' is derived from the Latin word 
'movere' which means to 'move'. "A motive is an inner state 
that energizes, activates, or moves and directs or channels 
behaviour toward goal" (Berelson & Steincr^ 1,964). Vinacke 
(1962) considers motivation as "the conditions responsible 
for variations in the intensity, quality and direction of 
on-going behaviour". Motivation is voluntary activity, which 
governs the choices made by an individual among available 
alternatives (Vroom, 1964). It is visualised as a force 
which impels the individual to expend his energy to arhieve 
a goal (Mamoria, 1987). Summarizing the above stated facets 
of motivation Pestonjee (19 91) advocates that motivation 
encompasses arousal of the organism passing through goal 
directed behaviour, satisfaction of needs to relaxation of 
the organism. 
Ppoplo oj)l;. for a jol) to Batinfy divorno socio-
psychological needs. Thus, the extent of motivation will 
depend not only on the perceived valuo of the outcome of 
actions, the goals or rewards but also upon the expectations 
of obtaining the rewards. Multiplicity of factors influence 
job motivation and these factors determine the intensity and 
direction of behaviour. Impetus to the study of job 
motivation was given by the 'Scientific Management Movement' 
pioneered by Taylor (1911). Taylor's approach to motivation 
was based on the concept that people can be motivated by 
guaranteering higher wages, and work should be designed to 
maximise worker's efficiency. 
Review of literature during the depression years 
reveal that employees were basically motivated by job 
security and financial considerations. In viev; of the above 
many experts suggested that management should devise 
monetary incontivo plans, onvSure job security and provide 
good working conditions to motivate employees to obtain 
maximum productivity. (Wolfe, 1936; Weber, 1946; Watson, 
1939 ; Centers & IladJey, 1946). Job security and monetary 
asects, in Indian context, seem to play a vital role in 
motivating employees (Boso, 1951; Ganguli, 1954; Sinha, 
1958; I,ahiri & Chaudhri, 1966; Prasad, 1979; Srivastava, 
1985; Natesan & Radhai, 1990; Khaleque & Chowdhury, 1984). 
Industrial relations movement and better 
understanding of human motivation emphasised behavioural 
approach to study job motivation. It is not surprising that 
socio-psychological factors such as challenging nature of 
the job, satisfying interaction with co-workers, 
recognition, achievement and possibilities of personal 
growth and dovolopmont assumnd addod significance (Whyte, 
1948; Jasinski, 1956; Henry, 1949). 
Changed global conditions after the second world 
brought about changes in needs and aspirations of employees. 
More fecisely, the economic boom opened new avenues of 
employment, jobs became abundant and new managerial policies 
encouraged greater participation of employees. Thus, the 
preferences in job shifted from 'job security and 'pay* to 
participation in decision making and such other related 
facets. Wo gol support from MintzV^erg (1971) and Schrank 
(1978) who emphasized social factors and surmized that many 
workers in a number of situational context are highly 
motivated by social factors and that such factors may over-
ride economic factors. 
In fact, the motivation to V7ork is very complex, and 
l-.ho trndit.ionnl oxiJlana ti onr. only nrra hohod tho surface of 
motivational, factorn. Thoro aro nany internal, an wol.l as 
on vironnontal variabl or. that nay also influence the job 
motivation of emp-loyees. In modern life, people have many 
motives which change with age (experience), and stages of 
development, with changes in roles, with situations etc. 
Today, man strives for growth and development, 
responsibility autonomy and also he is capable of making 
decisions in the organization (Gangauli, Choudhuri & Guha, 
1980; Grusky, 1962; Argyris, 1964; Pigors & Myers, 1977). 
But we find that such studies conform some theoretical 
models. In the absence of concrete theorization such 
findings could not properly explain many aspects of job 
motivation. In this respect vjc find that contemporary models 
such as content and process theories explain job motivation 
in more systematic way. Job motivation according to content 
theorists explain search for the specific things within 
individuals, which initiate, sustain and direct behaviour 
toward a goal. Maslow's (19 43) theory gave new impetus to 
the undrstanding of human motivation. His theory of 'need 
hierarchy' beraine very popular with tho managers, because it 
represented the arrangements of needs in a very simple 
manner. Managers believe that the satisfaction of lower 
order needs was easily attainable. It has been observed that 
higher order needs, especially self-actualization, are 
generally satisfied at the higher echelon of job hierarchy. 
A number of researchers in India as well as abroad 
apply Maslow's theory of need hierarchy in management 
practices and reported that self-actualization, esteem and 
social needs were satisfied more at the higher level of job 
hierarchy (Porter, 1961; 1962; Porter & Lawler, 1968). More 
or less, similar findings were also reported by many Indian 
researchers (Narain, 1973; Nahta, 1980; Daftuar, 1982) who 
examined need satisfaction at different levels of job 
hierarchy and indicated that as one moves up in job 
hierarchy, one gets to secure satisfaction of higher-order 
needs. The Managers occupying higher position in the 
organization were found to be satisfied by autonomy and 
decision making needs (Manju & Akhtar, 1991). Similar 
findings have been reported by other researcher (Saiyadain, 
197 7; Kamarraju, 1981; Vikas & Mukesh, 1986; Mohan, Sehgal & 
Rana, 19 91). 
Many researchers however, have challenged the 
validity of the needs hierarchy theory and do not fully 
(Mulorru^  Mniilow'n coiil i on (l.awler ^ Put tie, 1972). Lockn 
(1976) and Vig (1978) pointed out that needs are not static 
rather they are dynamic, changing due to the various 
situations in which employees become involved. If a number 
of needs are operating at one time, they would seem to 
contradict the idea of need satisfaction occrnring in a 
rlx(^d hi (M at ch 1 (M1 ordc^f. Home other studies on necxi 
hierarchy do not fully support Maslow's theoretical 
formulations (Raymond & William, 1986; Kumar & Bhargavathi, 
1989; Mathur & Khurana, 1990; Kumar, 1991). 
An extremely popular theory proposed by Herzberg and 
his associates^(1959) which is known as 'Two-Factor Theory' 
(motivator-hygiene theory), has been widely researched. Two-
fnckor theory oxplaina that factors such as pay, working 
conditions, supervision etc. are contr-xt or extrinsic 
.racLorn roHponniblo for disf^atinfaction. While ncliiovomont, 
recognition, work itself etc. are content or intrinsic 
factors responsible for job satisfaction. Herzberg's theory 
challenged the iinidimentional approach and pointed out that 
the two types of factors may be independent of each other. 
Critically evaluating the empirical investigation, we 
find that a large number of individuals following critical 
incident methodology endorse two factors theory (Dunette, 
Campbell & Ilakel , 1967; Barns, 19G7; Ilerney & Blanchard, 
197 7; Ilant & iM.n, 197.1; Vroom, 1904; House & Wlydor, 1967; 
Dayal & Saiyadain, 197 0; Pestonjee & Basu, 1972; Pareek & 
Keshato, 1981; Minra & Jain, 1986; Mohan & Kakkar, 1990). 
But there were fwre contradictory findings especially 
if the researchers used methodology different that of 
Herzberg. Thus, they claim that two factor theory suffers 
from being methodology bound and defense-mechanism by and 
large found to influence the findings (Pestonjee, Akhtar & 
Diwedi, 1971; Davis, 1977; Akhtar & Bhargava, 1974; Backman, 
1971; Basu & Pestonjee, 1974; Ag^awal, 1978; Nirmola, 1985; 
Merwi & Phil, 1984). 
Alderfer (1969) criticised both Maslow's (1954) need 
hierarchy and Horzberg's (1959) two factor prepotancy theory 
and lays more emphasis on continuiJm of needs than levels. 
Alderfer (197 2) classified needs into three categories and 
he gave the name of his theory as the 'ERG theory*. He 
described that individual can be motivated by three factors 
such as existence (concerned with survival or physiological 
well-being); relatedness (stress the interpersonal 
relations); growth (concerned with the individual intrinsic 
dosire for personal growth and dcvolopmont) . Un] iko Maslov; 
and Herzberg, he does not contend that a lov^er level need is 
arousedy/ emerged or that deprivation is the only v/ay to 
activate a need. 
ERG theory has not been exhaustively researched. The 
reported studies, in general revealed stronger support for 
the ERG theory (Schrielder & ^Iderfer, 1973; Mayes, 1978; 
Rousherberg, Schmitt Se Hunter, 1980) . But Wandous & Zwany 
(1977) have quostionod tho thoory'r. un i vo rs al i ty, thorn is 
some evidence that tho theory will work in some organizations 
but not in others. 
Tho process tlirorios of job motivation lays stress on 
identifying the variabi es that influence job motivation of 
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employees at the work place. One well known process theory 
is the 'Expectancy Theory' developed by Vroora (1964)/ who 
explained that work motivation is complex process, 
determined by three factors such as valence, expectancy and 
outcome or reward. In Vroom's theory 'valence' refers to the 
strength of an individual's performance for a particular 
outcome. It may also be termed as incentive, attitudes or 
expected utility. The second variable 'expectancy* is the 
probability that a particular action or effort will lead to 
the particular outcome. The third variable is 'outcome' or 
reward which can bo classified as a first level (such as 
work goal accomplishment) or second level (Pay increses or 
promotions) outcome. Generally speaking, this theory explain 
interaction between individual's goal and the probability 
associated with the attainment of goal. Vroom further 
pointed out that if all the three factors are strong, 
motivation will be high but if any of the factor is weak, it 
will reduce the strength of work motivation. Thus, the 
expectancy theory can provide the manager with a framework 
for explaining the direction of behaviour of employees and 
for highlighting certain organizational influences that may 
have an effect on their notivatiional behaviour. Vroom's 
expectancy theory was strongly supported by Wofford (1971), 
Green (1972), Mitra & Bhattacharaya (1983), Bhattacharya 
(1986). This theory, however, has been criticised for its 
validity, complexity and predictability (Lawler & Suttle, 
.1973; SdimJdl:, 1973; Fcldiuan, j^eiLz & lliltorman, 1976; 
Filley, et. al. 1976) . 
A second process approach to work motivation is 
termed as 'equity theory' (Adams, 1963) which explains job 
motivation interms of equity and inequity. It states that 
if individuals perceive a discrepancy between the amount of 
rewards they receive and their effort, they are motivated to 
reduce it; the greater the discrepancy, the more the 
individuals are motivated to reduce it. Discrepancy in 
Adamfe' theory is the perceived difference that may exist 
between two or more individuals. It occurs when a person 
perceives that the ratio of his or her job outcomes to job 
inputs, in comparison with a reference person's outcomes to 
inputs, are unequal. In this theory inputs are such aspect 
as effort, skills, education and task performance etc. While 
outcomes are those rewards that result from task 
accomplishment, pay, promotion, recognition, status, 
achievement etc. striving to restore the ratio of equity 
gives the explanation of job motivation. Thus, the strength 
of the work motivation is the direct proportion to the 
perceived inequity that existed. 
The majority cjf rosonrch studios on equity theory 
have focussed on pay level as the basic outcome and effort 
or performance level as the primary input factor (Andrews, 
1967; Adams 8, Freedman, 1976). Criticisms are labelled 
against Adamc' theory with reference to problems related to 
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the classification of reference persons, testing of theory 
in real life organizations and it is being focussed almost 
entirely on the outcome of pay which may not be the only 
factor that motivates people (Goodman, 19J74). 
Pareek (1974) has proposed 'An Integrated Theory' of 
work motivation, which attempts to combined the salient 
features of 'expectancy' and 'need specific' theories of 
motivation. It is argued that work motivation can be 
conceived of at three levels. The first level of work 
motivation is at the indteividual level at which individual 
has many motives, most important are those of achievement 
(concern for excellence), affiliation (concern for personal 
relationship), inclusion (concern for social interaction), 
power (concern for influence and control), extension 
(concern for others) . 
Tho socond and the third lovol of motivation follow 
the individual's interactions with the environment. At 
second level motivation is directly influenced by two 
factors; role interactional patterns and role perception and 
acceptance. A third level work motivation is the ultimate 
satisfaction that an individual derives from his work. Thus, 
Pareek (1974), pointed out that the development of V7ork 
motivation should bo ovaluntod in tho context of the 
organization and the roles that an individual is allowed to 
play. But this theory has not been empirically tested. 
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A good research should always be conducted having the 
theoretical formulations as frame of reference. The various 
theories have been reviewed with this objective in mind to 
formulate our research problem. It is not difficult to 
observe that the demographic variables such as special 
training, promotion earned or denied, job level etc. have 
not been considered to obtaxn their influence on job 
motivation. Such variables are suppose to influence the job 
motivation but they have not been researched to the desired 
extent (Ronan, 1970). 
Promotion Earned not only leads to upward mobility in 
the organization rather it encompasses such important 
aspects as change in status, salary, authority and exposes 
one to greater responsibilities, challenges and recognition 
for one's worth (Vroom, 1964; Singhal & Upadhaya, 197 2; 
Gaines, Larry et al. 1984; Kahn & Azam, 1991). 
Special Training is another important variable that 
may influence job motivation of an employees. It is an 
important element of human resource development which is 
related to managerial or personal activities. It helps, to 
enable employees to develop new capabilities, an increase 
use of new technology in prodviction and instill greater 
confidence in employees. An attempt would be made in the 
present rosoarrh to dotormino tho inflnonco of special 
training on job motivation. 
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Job Level - it is true thnt job level hns been 
studied by Porter (1961), Porter (1962), Porter & Lawler 
(1968), Hu]] & Nougain (1968), Nahta (1980). But most of 
studies were conducted in private sector and though public 
sector is an important feature of organization. These 
researchers have not aventured to include it in their scheme 
of investigation. The present study may fill such a void. 
Supervisory Style - Since the last couple of decade, 
supervisory style has attracted the attention of management 
as well as researchers. It was conceived that the influence 
of supervisory style on job motivation in conjunction with 
the variables mentioned above should be taken into 
consideration to study job motivation. Supervisor is the 
main link between the employee and management and leads an 
individual or a group toward the accomplishment of a common 
goal (Putnam, 1930; Smith, 1955; Harel1, 1964; Pestonjee, 
1973 ; Aklitar & Ansari, 1985). It is a personal relationship 
in which one person directs, coordinates and supervises 
others in the performance of a common task (Fielder, 1965). 
Horsey & Blanchard (1988) rightly asset that "leadership 
process is a function of the leader, the follower and other 
situational variable". 
The whole area of leadership style became an import-
ant topic for rcsonrch and thought shortly after world 
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war II (House & Bowditch, 1973) . An examination of the 
literature concerning the effects of supervision on job 
satisfaction, job attitudes etc. reveals some what 
different approaches to this problem-one directed toward the 
personality of the supervisor, the other directed toward the 
behaviour of the supervisor and still some other directed 
toward situational contingencies in work situation. 
Early researches of leadership in the 1940s to 1950s 
are characterised by trait studies or trait approaches, 
concerning characteristics of the leader rather than 
behaviour. Trait approach assumes that there are certain 
biographical, personality, emotional, physical and 
intellectual traits which differentiate successful leader 
from unsuccessful ones. The literaturf on personality 
traits related to leadership has been carefully reviewed by 
Stogdill (1948). Researchers (Lawshe & Nagle, 1953; Mahoney 
et. al. 1960; Ghiselli, 1971; Miner, 1973; Kelly, 1974; 
Vroom & Mann, 1960; Ansari, 1984; Rnstogi, 1987; Singer & 
Beardsley 19 90) pointed out that supervisor's personality 
(physical stature, personal appearances intelligence, self-
assurance etc) influence the attitude and behaviour of the 
workers whome ho supervises.-. 
Although, the results of these trait investigation 
appear to be helpful in identifying certain salient 
characteristics of leader but it does not provide much 
14 
insight into the basic dynamics of leadership process 
(Jenning, 1961; Hersey & Blunchard, 1988; Ghosh, 1989). 
During 1950s, the dissatisfaction with trait 
approach, sc ientists led to behavioural approach where 
scientists focussed their attention on the actual leader 
behaviour and loader effectiveness. Concerted efforts v;ere 
made by researchers at Ohio and Michigan Universities to 
classify the types of supervisors to determine the efficacy 
of various styles of supervisors. Many studies have been 
conducted to gauge the influence of supervisor's behaviour 
on job attitudes, morale, satisfaction, effectiveness, etc. 
(Katz et. al. 1950; Halpin & Winer, 1957; Kahn & Katz, 1960; 
Flieshman & Harris, 1962; Fleishman, Harris & Burtt, 1955; 
Likert, 1958). In terms of behavioural dimension, Katz, 
Maccoby and Morse (1950) classified supervisors as "employee 
oriented supervisor" and "production oriented supervisor". 
According to them employee oriented supervisor is one who 
established supportive relationship with his subordinates, 
takes a personal interest in them and tries to understand 
and help them. On the other hand, a production oriented 
supervisor's is primarily concerned with achieving a high 
level of production by rules and regulations. Later on, 
Floishmnn (1953) idontifiod two major independent 
dimensionn of supervisory behaviour which are very similar 
to employee centered and production centered behaviour. 
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Those two dimensions have been called as "consideration" 
v/hich is similar to employee centered and "initiating 
structure" similar to production centered supervisor. 
The relationship between the major supervisory styles 
and job effectiveness, morale, productivity, grievances, 
turnover, job satisfaction, job motiation and such other 
facets of organization have been extensively studied 
(Jackson, 1953; Davis & Walfer, 1966; Jain, 1971; Akhtar & 
Pestonjee, 1967; Davis, 1962). 
There is considerable evidence from the Indian 
researchers that the satisfaction of subordinate, high 
productivity, high group morale, job satisfaction are 
positively related to the "consideration or employee 
centered" supervisory style (Singh & Pestonjee, 1974; Singh 
& Srivastava, 1979; Lai, 1983; Matsubara, 1984; Pal & 
Vasudeva, 1988; Ananda & Furukaw, 1989; Kohli, 1989).Several 
investigators have shown that close supervisor (initiating 
structure), where the workers are allowed least freedom to 
choose their own work method and pace is determinental to 
their job satisfaction and job motivation (Katz et al. 1950; 
Likert, 1961; Houser, Filley & Kerr, 1971; Teas, 1981; 
Srivastava, Sharma & Rastogi, 1991). 
During the late 1960s and 197 0s researchers 
recognised the limitations of the behavioural approach and 
began to refine and develop nev/ approach to the study of 
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Ruporv.! Bory stylo. ThuR, situational appronch como on scene, 
which focusses on more complex situational variables such as 
managerial characteristics, subordinate characteristics, 
group and organizational variables which infact constitute 
the environment of the effective and ineffective supervisory 
style. Gibb (1954) and Likert (1961) have emphasised 
situational influence. Anastasi (1964) pointed out that 
relative effectiveness of specific supervisory style depends 
upon organizational structure, the attitude of people in 
management and other situational conditions. Fiedler (1967) 
described that effective leadership style is contingent upon 
the motivational system of the leader and three other 
situational variables such as task structure, group 
atmosphere and position power". Tn case of highly favourable 
and unfavourable situation, task oriented leadership style 
is effective but if situation is intermediate between 
favourableness and unfavourableness then the employee 
oriented stylo is most offoctivo. O'Roilly & Roberts (1978) 
advocate that situational variables may mediate relationship 
between perceived leader behaviour and the three outcome 
variables (job satisfaction, commitment to organization and 
performance). Somo other researchers (Chattopadhya, 1983; 
Jack & Peter, 1982; Stanley, 1989) summarized that 
effectiveness of supervisory sLyle is dependent on several 
situational variables. 
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A pioneering study of supervisory style in Indian 
context, was conducted by Sinha (1979, 1980). Sinha & Sinha 
(1974) have expressed doubts about the appropriateness of 
authoritarian style in Indian culture because of several 
socio-cultural values such as preference for rest or 
relaxation without being tired, dependence proneness, lack 
of commitment, showing off personalized relationship and 
lack of team orientatiion etc. prevail in Indian 
organization. Given the presence of such values Sinha (1980) 
introduced new leadership style "Nurturant Leadership Style" 
which lies between employee oriented and production oriented 
styles. It is effective because such leader has a quality of 
moving from oniployoc oriented to production oriented 
according to the situation. Investigators (Sayeed & Mehta, 
1981; Ansari, 1986; Singh, Warrior & Das, 1979; Verma, 1986; 
Sinha et al. 198 8) supported Sinha's nurturant task 
leadership style in Indian context. But Shukla & Sin^h 
(1987) have criticised Sinha's leadership style and pointed 
out that it is negatively related with the satisfaction of 
employees. 
AIMS AND OnjKCTTVKS OF THK PRKSRNT STUDY: 
In the light of above discussion it is reasonable to 
infer that job motivation has been extensively and 
intensively investigated by researchers because the 
organizational effectiveness is linked to it. But if we look 
to our own coiintry we observe that most of the Indian 
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resGarchers have triod to borrow and utilizes factors and 
methodology used by psychologists in industrially developed 
countries. The socio-cultural differences are usually 
disregarded. Tt is apparent that factors which are peculiar 
to Indian workers wern not taken into account while studying 
job motivation. But present study focusses on the 
assumptions, gaps and biases in the literature and intends 
to incorporate some demographic variables, especially 
special training, promotion earned or denied, job level, 
etc. that have motivational appeal for Indian employees. The 
findings of Akhtar & Nizami (1987), lend support to our 
theorization that certain factors that are specific to our 
own socio-cul tnrni mil.iou should be studied. It is amply 
clear that such extrinsic factors as housing, medical, 
recreational and transport facilities have special appeal 
for certain segment of employees. It is also quite 
discernible that the various groups studied, by and large, 
endorse more contextual factors than their counterparts of 
industrially developed countries. 
A review of literature on supervisory style revealed 
that relationship between supervisory styles and other 
facets of work life such as job satisfaction, morale, 
effectiveness, productivity, etc. have been thoroughly 
investigated but its rcl ation with certain demographic variables 
(special training, promotion earned and job level) have not 
been investigated to the desired extent by Indian 
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roscarchors in tho conboxt of job motivation. Thus, keeping 
in view of the importance of supervisory styles and 
demographic variables and also dearth of studies in this 
area, the present attempt has been undertaken. 
The JMS developed by Akhtar & Bhargava (1974) has 
been updated and in this respect it is methodological 
contribution. The present study has both theoretical as well 
as methodological implications because the findings are 
expected to throw new light on holistic patterns of job 
motivation, according to which Indian managers can develop 
certain incentive programmes and other intervention 
strategies for improving job motivation of their employees. 
A better understanding of job motivation of Indian 
workers may help in evolving appropriate strategies for 
enhancing their job motivation. In this respect the present 
study may have applied implications. It may also be remained 
that the present investigation will be conducted in a public 
undertaking. Tho rosonrchos on public sector are fnw and at 
the same time a better understanding of job motivation on 
such an organization may help in improving their job 
attitudes, enhance the overall performance of the 
organization. 




In the preceding chapter we have defined the concepts 
and reviewed relevant literature to highlight the objectives 
of the present investigation. We have stated that our 
objectives are to determine the relationship between job 
motivation, supervisory styles and certain demographic 
variables. We have already emphasised that we intend to 
consider the influence of job level, promotion earned and 
special training on job motivation. It is apparent that job 
motivation is being considered here as the dependent 
variables whereas supervisory styles job level, promotion 
earned and special training are the independent ones. 
Having stated the objectives we nov7 embark upon the 
process of conducting the research. It is customary to take 
into consideration the experimental design so as to carry 
out the research in a scientific manner. Research design is 
a series of stipulated procedures for drawing unbiased 
inferences. "A research design is the arrangement of 
conditions for collection and analysis of data in a manner 
that aims to combine relevance to the research purpose with 
economy in prorodnro". (Solltiz ot n1. In fact, the 
research design is the conceptual structure within which 
research is conducted. In brief it is the blueprint for the 
col lection^ measurement-analysis of data. Though, there are 
different objectives of designing of an experiment, but the 
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most important function of oxporimental design is to control 
tho extraneous source of variance, minimise error variance 
and maximise tho effect of systematic variance (Broota, 
1 989). Tho undors l-and i ncj of resonrch desicjn helps in 
carrying out tho investigation to its ultimate objectives by 
formula l:J ny corlnin hypothenon which usunlly play a very 
important role in tho scientific enquiry. Hypothesis is a 
presumption which provides the basis for investigation and 
ensures the proper direction in which the study should 
proceed (Michael, 1985). Hypothesis states v;hat we are 
looking for and it is a proposition which can be put to a 
test to determine its validity (Kothari, 1987) . Thus, 
hypotheses are significantly important in every scientific 
enquiry because they arc the working instrument of theory, 
have a prediction value and also they are powerful tools for 
the advancement of knowledge. They enable us in removing 
ambiguities and making the interpretation meaningful 
(Kerlinger, 1983). 
Ko(^ piiKj i ti view our objectives the follo\;ing 
hypotheses \/ere formulated: 
1. Supervisory styles would influence job motivation of 
employees. 
2. Job level, promotion earned and special training 
\;ou 1 d influenre jol-) mot ival-inn of employees. 
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3. Siiporvir.ory stylon would influonco intrinsic job 
inoH vn l i on oT omp 1 oyoon . 
4. ilob lovol, promotion onrnod nnd npccinl training 
V7ou1(] influGnco inbrinnic jo)") motivation of 
ornployoon. 
5. Supervisory styles would influence extrinsic job 
niol'i vn l-i on of nmployoGS. 
fi. tloh |(<vt(|, pioiiioll(Mi nni ntMl .Mud rtptM'Ifll It'ninhuj 
v;()iil(l Inriuotico rInr. 1 c jol) iiiol-Ivahlon of 
('ii)p loycoii. 
The choicG of a statistica] method is linked to the 
type of data and the deicjti of the nlMidy. Tn the pronnnt 
investigation there are five independent variables such as 
employee orient-od and [)roduetion oriented supervisory 
styles/ job level, promotion earned and special training and 
one dependenh variables that is job motivation. In such a 
case it is customary to use the multivariate technique that 
nimuItaneour. 1 y analyse more than two variables on a sample 
of observations. 
TOOLS US 1=1: 
I. JOB MOTIVATION SCALF. (JMS); 
Critical evaluation of job motivation scales revealed 
I hn I ,lMr; (Akhl ar R IMi'U()nva, 1 074 ) IT. I lio iiK^nl nL'pt'opi'i^ ^ r' 
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one. It is a 25 item, 5-point rating scale. Of the 25 items, 
16 are based on factors originally extracted by Herzberg and 
his colleagues (1959) . These items are achievement, 
recognition, work itself, responsibility, advancement, 
salary, possibility of growth, interpersonal relations with 
fellow workers, supervisors and subordinates, status, 
supervision, company policy, working conditions, personal 
life and job security.The newly introduced items are 
housing, recreation, transport, medical and leave policies, 
mobility with regard to work, participation in decision 
making, fooling of cnstisrii on the job and health suitable 
for the job. Most of the newly introduced items were 
reported to be significant determinants of job motivation of 
Indian workers (Akhtar & Postonjeo, 196 3; 1967; Akhtar & 
Bhargava, 1974; Pestonjee, 1973; Akhtar & Nizami, 1987). 
A critical review of the literature as well as the 
items of JMS developed by Akhtar & Bhargava (1974) indicated 
that a new more items should be added to measure more 
precisely the job motivation of Indian employees. The 
follo^ving items v/ore added. 
1. To have supervisors ns they are in other 
organization. 
2. To have greater autonomy for work scheduling. 
3. To be given more responsibility in the job. 
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4. To hnve morn opportunihios for promotion of officient 
employees. 
5. To opt for a job having greater social recognition. 
The validity of the new items was determined by 
correlational method. 'J'ho five now items were correlated 
with 25 old items on a randomly soloctod sample of 100 
Junior Engineers. Finally, only three items were selected. 
Item numbers one and five yielded statistically 
insignificant correlations, so they v;ere not included in the 
scale. Product moment coefricient of correlational (r) 
between newly introdeuced five items and total scores of JMS 
sca]e are reported below: 
Table 2.1 
2 Items r 
To have supervisors as they are in other 
organisation 0.12 
To have greater autonomy for work scheduling. 0.34 
To g i vol) nuu o ror.poiisi b i 1 i ty in the job. 0.36 
To have more opportunities for promotion of 
effirieiit- eiii[i1 oyeos . 0.4 4 
'I'o ofjt for a job having greator social recognition. 0.11 
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Thus, the total number of items in the present job 
motivation scale are 28, consisting of 25 items of the old 
scale and three new items. The split-half reliability 
coefficient of the new scale is 0.91 (n=100) (Manjui 1990)* 
II- SUPERVISOR'S ORIENTATION SCHEDULE (SOS): 
Another scale which was used in this investigation is 
Suporvisor'n Orientation Schodulo (SOS) developed by Singh & 
Pestonjee, (1973). This is untimed scale and consists of 60 
items. Out of 60 items, 25 measure the extent of the 
eniployoo-oriontod stylo nnd the rest 3 5 ovaluato tho extent 
of production oriented supervisory style. The internal 
validity of the scale was obtained by computing the point-
biseral correlations (rpb) of the originally constructed 
items ranging from .60 to .91. Out of 10 0 items 60 were 
found to be highly significant. It indicates that these 60 
items can satisfactorily predict the criterion. Thus, its 
validity hag been determined by internal consistency method. 
Tho split-half reliability of the standard schedule • is 
determined area wise. It is found to bo 0.86 for employee-
oriontod and 0.84 for production oriented supervisory style 
(n--200). Thin indicaton a satisfactory level of 
re] lability. 
SAMPLING; 
Sampling is the selection of some part of an 
aggregate or totality on the basis of which a judgement or 
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inferences about the aggregate or totality is made (Kothari, 
1987). Mohsin (1984) believes that "A sample is a small part 
of the total existing events, object or the information". 
The present study was conducted on Engineers of 
Kasimpur Hydro-cloctric power station situated at a distance 
of 16 km. from Al ignrh. 'I'liis in n public soctor organization 
which caters to the generation and distribution of 
electricity for the Western part of Uttar Pradesh. 
A list of Engineers employed by the Kasimpur Power 
Station was obtained from the management. There were about 
60 0 Engineers ranging between superintending to Junior 
Engineers. Slncc there were only six superintendent 
Engineers they were not included in the sample and out of 
tho remaining (594) Engineers every second individual was 
randomly selected. The researcher personality contacted 
Executive, Assistant and Junior Engineers. The purpose of 
the study was explained to them and they were requested to 
complete the job motivation scale as well as supervisor's 
or 1 otiln l" 1 on nrnlo. '51 returns wore not included in the 
sample because tho respondents either left unanswered some 
Btatomontr. or did not romplotod tho scales according to 
instructions. M'hns, \<!n woro left only 246 returns. The 
niiiiil)or of rf>lnriin included in tiio study obtained from the 
above mentioned categories of Engineers is reported in taible 
2 . 2 . 
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Table 2.2 
Name of the organization Sample 
Kasimpur Hydro Electric Engineers 128 
Power Station,Aligarh. Junior Engineers 118 
Total 2 46 
The characteristics of the sample are given in table 2.3 
Table 2.3 
Variables Range Mean 
Age in years 2 4-4 9 39.16 
Job Tenure in years 1-25 13.85 
No. of Dependents 0-10 3.90 
Salary in Rupees 955-6000 3561.15 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: 
For analysing the data 'Multiple Regression Analysis' 
was used. iVlultiple regression analysis is the way of 
studying the influence of several independent variables on 
the dependent one. It forms a linear composite of 
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explanatory variables in such a way that it has naxinvun 
correlation \7ith the criterion variable (Kothari, 1987). 
Regression analysis is primarily concerned v/ith estinating 
or predicting the nean value of the dependent variable on 
the basis of the kno\7n values of one or more explanatory 
variables (Dello\7 & Goldstain, 1984). Kerlinger (19~8) 
suggests that "Multile regression is a method for studying 
the effects and the magnitudes of the effects of r.cre rhan 
one independent variables on one dependent variable using 
principles of correlation and regression". 
The objectives of this analysis is to nake a 
prediction about the dependent variable based on its 
covariance with all the concerned independent variables. 
This technique is appropriate when we have single nezric 
criterion variable which is supposed to be the funcrion of 
other independent variables. Moreover, multiple regression 
technique relates independenfto the dependent variables in a 
manner which also takes interactive effects into accounts 
(Kothari, 1987). It has another feature that is its 
flexibility. It does not impose any restrictions on the 
independent variables whether they are correlated or 
uncorrelated. 
There exists variations of multiple regression 
analysis. They are standard multiple regression, 
hierarchical and step-wise regression. Whenever, the 
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relationship among the variables is to be determined the 
standard multiple regression is considered as a suitable 
measure of multiple regression. It hierarchical regression 
the researcher controls entry of variables into regression 
equation on the basis of some theoretical considerations. 
In case of step-v/ise regression technique the investigator 
adds the independent contribution of each explanatory 
variable into the prediction equation one by one, computing 
2 
the squared multiple correlation (R ) . In the present 
invesdtigation we used standard multiple regression \/hich is 
concerned with the study of how one or more variables affect 
change in another variable. This analysis also calls for 
entry of all the independent variables into the regression 
equation at once. Each independent variable then can be 
evaluated in terms of what it adds to prediction of the 
dependent variable. 
It is to be mentioned that the choice of the 
statistical method was governed by the objectives of the 
study which has been clearly spelt out in the beginning of 
the present chapter. 
i-k-kit 
y'lHii^r Ji isir^ iiiii. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In the preceding chapters, we have discussed the 
theoretical issues and highlighted the aims and objectives 
of the present study. Research design, hypotheses, process 
of data collecting and analysing the data were also broadly 
stated. Now the purpose of the present chapter is to report 
the results obtained by us. Multiple regression analysis was 
applied for predicting job motivation which has been 
considered as the dependent variable. The predictor 
variables were supervisory styles (Employee and Production-
Oriented style), job level, promotion earned and special 
training. The overall analysis for the total job motivation 
(intrinsic/extrinsic motivation) is reported in the 
following table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1 
Anali'sis of Variance for the Re--ression 
(Total Job Motivation) 
Source of 
variation 
Sur. of squares Mean scuares F-val ue 
Attributable tc 
Regression 5 3690.29175 738.05835 
3.22474** 
Deviation frcn 




** Significanr a- .01 level. 
The above analysis indicates that F-value (3.2 2) v/a s 
found significanr at .01 level v/hich clearly reveals that 
one or all the variables cumnu la tively influence joh 
motivation of enployees. But it can not be inferred precis 
ely the particular independent variable that could be 
considered as the predictor of job motivation. For this 
purpose multiple regression analysis v/as undertaken and the 
results are reported in table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2 
Multiple Rcicjronsion Analynln ('I'otnl Job Motivation) 
Variables Mean SD Value Of r Rcgros £51 on Coefficient 
•'=!TD error 
of Reg.Coeff. t-val ue 
Employee 
Oriented 
Style 15.63008 2.94115 0.07415 0.5 38 85 0.3 3286 1.61884 
Production 
Oriented 
Style- 21.92276 3.58883 0.15997 0.69752 0.27438 2.54221* 
Job Level 1.52033 0.50061 -0 .0 047 0 0.02127 1.95760 0.01087 
Promotion 
Earned 1.45935 .49936 -0.00061 -1.48520 1.97080 -0.75360 
Special 
Training 1.28049 0.45015 0.17006 5.94853 2.18286 2.72511* 
Dependent V 
Job 
Motivation 107.98 15.46819 
INTERCEPT 7aJZ8 801 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION 0.25090 
STD ERROR OF 
ESTIMATE 15.12857 
Slgnific.ini: at .05 level. 
Significant at .01 level. 
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When we examine the regression coefficient of 
t-value it emerges that only two variables 'Production 
Oriented Supervisory Style' and 'Special Training' stand out 
as significant predictors of job motivation of employees. 
The next part of the analyses were undertaken to 
determine the predictors of 'intrinsic' as well as 
'extrinsic' dimensions of job motivation.The results are 
reported in table below 3.3. 
Table 3.3 
Analysis of Variance for the Regression 
(Intrinsic Motivation) 






Regression 5 257.92938 51.58588 
Deviation from 
Regression 240 3224.88770 13.43703 
3.83908** 
Total 245 3482.81714 
** Significant at .01 level. 
It is easy to infer that the independent variables 
influence intrinsic job motivation of employees. Multiple 
regression analysis was undertaken to find out the specific 
predictors and the results are reported in table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4 
Multiple Regression Analysis (Intrinsic Motivation) 
Variable Mean SD Value 
of r 







Style 15.630 08 2.94115 0.09370 0.12 961 0.08065 1.60708 
Production 
Oriented 
Style 21.92276 3.58883 0.09471 0.10972 0.06648 1.65039 
Job Level 1.52033 0.50061 0.13256 0.98996 0.47433 2.08708* 
Promotion 
Earned 1.45935 0.49936 0.06485 0.17801 0.47753 0.37278 
Special 
Training 1.28049 0.45015 0.19224 1.55719 0.52891 2.94416^ 
Dependent V 
Intrinsic 
Motivation 27.84146 3,77036 
INTERCEPT 19.6 514 2 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION 0.2 7214 
STD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 3.6 6566 
* Significant at .05 level 
** Siynificnnt at .01 level 
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Table 3.4 indicates that 'Job Level' and 'Special 
Training' have emerged as significant predictors of 
intrinsic job motivation of employees. 
t-test was used to determine significant differences 
between the means of job level (Engineers and Junior 
Engineers) and also special training (specially trained and 
not specially trained) on intrinsic motivation.The results 
are reported in table 3.5 and 3.6 respectively. 
Table 3.5 
Job Level and Intrinsic Motivation 








* Significant at .05 level. 
Table 3.5 depicts that job level exerts significant 
influence on intrinsic job motivation of employees. The 
Engineers on an average, have higher intrinsic motivation 
than Junior Enginoors. 
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Table 3.6 
Special Training and Intrinsic Motivation 
Group Compared' Mean SD t-val ue 
Specially Trained 
Flmp loyees 29 3.23 
3.3195876** 
Not Specially 
Trained Employees 27.39 3.86 
** Significant at .01 level. 
From table 3.6, it is amply clear that specially 
trained employees significantly differ with those employees 
who have no special training. Specially trained employees 
havG higher moan as compared to the group having no special 
training. 
The interaction effects of job level and special 




Interaction Effects of Job Level and Special Training on 
Intrinsic Motivation 
Group Compared Mean SD t-val ue 
Engineers (Specially Trained) 28.92 3.14 
1.328125 
Kruji i\corB (Not Specially 
Trnhiod) 28.07 3.62 
JES (Specially Trained) 29.06 3.32 
3.2784636** 
JES (Not Specially Trained) 26. 67 3.98 
Engineers (Specially Trained) 28.92 3.62 
0.1676646 
JES (Specially Trained) 29.06 3.32 
Engineers (Not Specially 
Trained ) 28.07 3.62 
2.8806584** 
JES (Not Specially Trained) 26.67 3.98 
Encjiiioorn (Specially Trained) 28.92 3.14 
3.3532042** 
JES (Not Specially 
Trained ) 26.67 3.32 
Engineers (Not Specially 
Trained ) 28.07 3.62 
1.4183381 
JES (Specially Trained) 29.06 3.32 
** Significant at .01 level. 
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Significant t-values indicate that among 'Specially 
trained' and 'Not specially trained' Junior Engineers the 
former group has higher intrinsic motivation than the later. 
Similar results were obtained when we compared 'Not 
specially trained' Engineers and Junior Engineers and also 
when we compared specially trained Engineers with not 
specially trained Junior Engineers. 
Analysis \/as further extended to find out whether or 
not both the predictors (job level and special training) 
exerts influence on total scores of intrinsic factors. The 
results which are obtained by multiple regression analysis 
are reported in table 3.8. 
Table 3.8 










Rcgrcs sion 2 186.44781 93.22391 
6.87223** 
Deviation from 
Regres sion 243 3296.36938 13.56531 
Total 245 3482.8171 
** Significant at . 01 level. 
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F-vaJue was found to be significant at .01 level 
which need further analysis for purpose of individual 
predictors. The results are reported in table 3.9. 
Table 3.9 
Multiple Regression Analysis (Intrinsic factors) 







Job Level 1.52033 0.50061 0.13255 0.96988 0.47013 2.06298 * 
Special 
Training 1.28049 0.45015 0.19224 1.58873 0.52283 3.03873 ** 
Dependent V 
Intrinsic 
Factor? 27.84146 3.77036 
INTERCEPT 24.33259 
MULTIPLE CORl^ ELAllON .23137 
STD ERROR FOR ESTIMATE 3.6831 
" Significant at .05 level. 
— Significant at .01 level. 
The results indicate that both 'Job Level' and 
'Special training' emerged as predictors of the intrinsic 
factors. 
t-test was further used to determine significant 
differences between the means of group compared on seven 
individual intrinsic factors. The results are given below in 
table 3.10 and 3.11. 
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Table 3.10 
Job Level and Seven Intrinsic Factors of Job Motivation 


















































* Significant at .05 level. 
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Significant differences were obtained on 'autonomy' 
and 'decision making'. On both the factors Engineers had 
higher means as compared to Junior Engineers. Interaction 
effects of job level and special training on each of seven 
intrinsic factors of job motivation was reported in table 
3.11. It V7as found that specially trained Junior Engineers 
had higher means on 'Interest' 'Autonomy', 'Responsibility', 
and 'Decision-making' as compared to 'Not specially trained' 
Junior Engineers. While no differences were obtained v;hen we 
compared specially trained Engineers on each of intrinsic 
items . 
Next part of the analysis deals with extrinsic job 
motivation. The results are given in table 3.12. 
Table 3.12 
Analysis of Variance for the Regression 
(Extrinsic Motivation) 
Source of df Sum of Mean F-value 
Variation squares squares 
Attributable tc 




Regression 240 36044.47656 150.18332 
Total 245 38276.03060 
* si gni f i emit- nt .ns 1ovo1. 
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It is evident from the above table that the 
independent variables as a whole exert significant effect on 
the dependent variable (extrinsic motivation). Further 
analysis was undertaken which is reported in following table 
3.13. 
Table 3.13 
Multiple Regression Analysis (Extrinsic Motivation) 









Style 15.63008 2.94115 0.09198 0.52052 0.26964 1*93045 
Production 
Oriented 
Style 21.92276 3.58883 0.13531 0.47860 0.22226 2.15334 ^  
Job Level 1.52033 0.50061 -0.03726 0.93115 1.58577 -0.58719 
Promotion 
Earned 1.45935 0.49936 0.02797 -1.81284 1.59646 -1.13554 
Special 
Training 1.28049 0.45015 0.15294 4.54349 1.76824 2.56959 ' 
Depcixlcnt 
Extrinsic 
Motivation 80.42277 12.49915 
INTERCEPT 60.03808 
MULTIPLE CORREIATION 0.24146 
S'lD ERROR OF F^ TIMA'IE 12.25501 
"Significant at .05 level. 
'Production-Oriented Style' and 'Special Training' emerged 
as significant predictors of extrinsic job motivation employees. 
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The influence of special training on extrinsic 
motivation is reported in table 3.14. 
Table 3.14 
Special Training and Extrinsic Motivation 
Group Compared Mean SD t-value 
Specially Trained Employees 83.48 10.59 
2.6512789** 
Not Specia]ly Trained Employees 79.93 12.93 
** Significant at .01 level. 
'Specially Trained' employees significantly differed 
with those who ucrc 'Not Specially Trained'. The former 
group had higher mean and lesser variablity as compared to 
the later. Moro procir.oly, \/o can say that special training 
of employees influence their extrinsic motivation. 
Analysis was again extended to determine whether or 
not both the predictors (production oriented supervisory 
style and special training) exert any influence on total 
scores of extrinsic factors of job motivation. Multiple 




Analysis of Variance for the Regression (Extrinsic Factors) 




Regression 2 1439.51526 719 .75763 
4.78500** 
Deviation from 
Regression 2 43 36551.98438 150.41969 
Total 2 45 37991.49964 
** Significant at .01 level. 
F-value was found to be significant at .01 level 
which reveals that independent variables havg cummulative 
effcct on extrinsic motivation. For the purpose of 
individual predictor the results are reported in table 3.16. 
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Table 3.16 
Multiple Regression Analysis (Extrinsic Factors) 








Style 21.92276 3.58883 0.13466 0.43225 0.21889 1.97473* 
Spocia.l 
Training 1.28049 0.45015 0.14984 3.89828 1.74511 2.23383* 
Dependent V 
Extrinsic 
Items 80.49593 12.45260 
INTERCEPT 6 6.02805 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION 0.19 405 
STD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 12.26457 
* Significant at .05 lovol. 
The result indicates that both 'Production Oriented Style' and 
'Special Training' v/ere found to be significant predictors of the 
extrinsic job motivation of employees. 
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INTERPRETATION 
Summarizing the findings reported earlier it can be 
reiterated that production-oriented supervisory style, job 
level and special training cummulatively effect job 
motivation of employees. Regression analysis indicates that 
•Production-Oriented Supervisory Style' and 'Special 
Training' emerged cis significant predictors of job 
motivation as a whole. The same trend v/as observed with 
respect to extrinsic job motivation. But in case of 
intrinsic job motivation 'Job level' and 'special training' 
emerged as predictors. Thus, special training v;as found to 
be the common predictor of extrinsic as well as intrinsic 
job motivation of employees. 
In the light of above description it could be 
concluded that employee-oriented supervisory style and 
promotion earned itself do not individually emerged as 
predictor neither for job motivation nor intrinsic and 
extrinsic job motivation of employees. But these variables 
when combined with other variables such as 
production-ori ontod p.uporvi nory stylo, job level and special 
training, cummulativey influence the criterion variable. 
Many rcsoarchors (^Muthayyn & Vijayn Kumar, 1985; Kohli, 
1989; Singhal & Upadhyaya, 1972; Kahn & Azam, 1991) have 
pointed out that employee oriented supervisory style and 
promotion earned have motivational appeal for employees. But 
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uo. obRcrvod that cmp 1 oycG-oriGntod supervisory style by 
itself dees not influence job motivation vvhereas production 
oriented supervisory style in conjunction with job level ajid 
special training influences employees job motivation. Thus, 
our findings are at variance with the findings reported by 
the researchers. 
While interpreting the present findings we can hardly 
afford to neglect the influence of organizational climate. 
Socio-cultural milieu from which the employees are drawn and 
such other biographical variables. Putting emphasis on 
organizational climate it is necessary to look into the 
organizational climate from which the present sample was 
drawn. It has been stated earlier that the sample was drav/n 
from U.P. State Electricity Board located at Harduaganj. It 
is an open secret that electricity boards are under 
government control (public sector) and are being run on 
bureaucratic lines. In such organizations greater emphasis 
is laid on follo\/ing the prescribed rules and regulations of 
the organizations. Supervisor and subordinates relationships 
are \/ol 1 defined and the authority to take decisions is 
vested in the officers holding higher hierarchical 
positions. As compared to Junior Engineers the Executive 
Enginoors have greater froodom of actions.They possess the 
authority for scheduling the \7ork and taking decisions for 
execution of assigned tasks. In this regard the Junior 
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Knyineors can only play the role of going the orders and not 
to take the decisions on their own. Such aspects are bound 
to influence the job motivation of subordinate employees 
which is amply reflected in our findings. The Engineers 
holding higher positions as compared to Junior Engineers 
v/ere found to have higher job motivation as compared to 
their subordinates. The same trend is discernible when we 
consider job motivation in terms of intrinsic and extrinsic 
factors. 
The other two predictors that have emerged are 
'Production Oriented Supervisory Style' and 'Special 
Training'. Innumerable researches have been reported where 
it has been pointed out that Employee-Oriented Supervisory 
Style is most desired (Singh & Srivatava, 1979; Saiyadain, 
1974; Shukla, 1983; Singh, Warrier & Das, 1979; Lai 1983). 
But desires can only be fulfilled v;here opportunities and 
possibilities exist. In bureaucratic set up initiating 
structure (Production-Oriontcd Supervisory Style) is 
forcefully enforced because during a particular financial 
year a target has been fixed where employees are pressurized 
to achieve. In such cases consideration or employee-oriented 
supervisory stylo takes n back seat. This have been brought 
to liglit by t lio pr or,ont investigation where 
production-ori onl nLod!ior>n has cmorgod as predictor of . jcb 
motivati on. 
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Engineers and Junior Engineers constitute the 
technical personnel of the organization. It is forcefully 
argued by experts of human resources development that 
technology ic an important component of job motivation. It 
is also true that technology can not bo considered as static 
rather research and development wings \70rk round the clock 
to dovGlop technology v/hich are cost effective and require 
lesser input of Human effort. In such a situation orientation 
and training programmes assume significance, special training 
adds to the confidence of the employee and equips him to 
work more effectively to display his talents and skills. 
Such human aspects are important by themselves but when it 
come to be combined with the opportunities of upward 
mobility, it can and should be highly desired. Probably 
thono con S3 (iornti OHR hnvo contributod to tho omorgonce of 
special training as a predictor of job motivation. 
As regards the socio-cultural aspects it has been 
observed that most of Junior Engineers are the residents of 
surroundings areas of Kacimpur. They come from nearby 
villages and towns to their work place and usually return to 
their native places pft-er duty. Such persons get their 
salary from jobs but thoy , J o6k-af t or their ancestors' property. 
Thus, their involvenent in job is tangential and outside 
interests may be more lucrative. It may be visualised that 
they would be fol]o\;ing the dictates of the organization to 
tho extent that their job security is not threatened. In 
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other words, their personal initiative would /^ ot hardly any 
priority. They would be depending solely on the orders of 
their superiors to discharge their duties. Decision making and 
autonomy is not permissible in government organisations due to 
which it may be desired. 
SUGGESTIONS: 
The findings of the present study are significant in 
many ways but they have their limitations. Since this study 
was conducted in a public sector organisation (UPSEB) the 
prcdictors that have emerged may not be applicable to private 
sector. If the study is extended to other UPSEB, i f may 
rcinforce our findings. 
Job motivation has been a topic of interest for 
researchers because innumerable factors especially situational 
ones effect them.Thus, it may be suggested that replicative 
studies may be undertaken in large and medium sized 
organisations falling within public and private sectors. 
In recent years, organisational culture and its 
influence on employees behaviour has been emphasized. It may 
be visualised that the organisational culture may be taken as 
an independent variable to assess its Influence on job 
motivation. Recently, Trice & Beyer (1984), Kerr & Slocum 
(1987) have studied the organisational culture in terms of 
compensation or pay systems and pointed out that 
organisational cultures are often related to compensation 
systems that motivate employees. 
Theoretically speaking, locus of control and Type A and 
Type B behaviour of employees and Its relation to job 
mollvnLion needs Lo be assessed. 
Sumniarlsing our suggestions, wc may be permitted to say 
that larger samples and varied nature of organisations 
tdgetlier with Ihe addilion of new i iidepeiulenL variables should 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX I 
'I'hn purpose oT the present investigation is to study 
the needs and aspirations of people working in various 
capacities in India. The success of the study would entirely 
depend on your honest and frank responses. 
You are not required to reveal your identity and your 
responses would be treated in strict confidence. 
We are confident that you would co-operate whole-
heartedly and help us in achieving our objective. 
Man ju 
Research Scholar 
Department of Psychology 
Aligarh Muslim University 
Aligarh 
S. Sultan Akhtar 
Professor of Psychology 
Department of Psychology 
Aligarh Muslim University 
Aligarh 
The follov/ing statements pertain to your work 
situation. Please read carefully and indicate the extent to 
which you find them satisfying. Each statement is to be 
evaluated as suggested below: 
Against each statement a bracket has been provided. 
If you are VERY MUCH SATISFIED then put (5) Wi'thin the 
bracket. 
If you are SATISFIED then put (4) in the bracket. 
If you are SLIGHTLY SATISFIED then put (3) in the bracket. 
If you are DISSATISFIED then put (2) in the bracket. 
If you are VERY MUCH DISSATISFIED then put (1) in the bracket. 
In this manner each statement is to be evaluated from 1 to 5." 
S.No. Item Response 
1. To complete a job successfully 
2. To be singled out for praise. 
3. To like the actual tasks involved in getting 
the job done 
4. To gain responsibility for own or others 
work in a job. 
5. To change status through promotion. 
6. To have supervisors as they are in other 
organization. 
7. To be happy with one's earnings. 
S.No. Item Response 
8. Change in a job could lead to further 
growth ( ) 
9. To experience satisfying social 
interactions with one's sub-ordinate. ( ) 
.10. To obtain social status through job. ( ) 
3 1. To have greater autonomy for work scheduling.{ ) 
12. To experience satisfying social interaction 
with one's boss. ( ) 
13- To experience satisfying social interactions 
with one's co-workers. ( ) 
14. To have competent supervisors. ( ) 
15. 'J'o be in an organisation (Institution) with 
good policies and administrative procedure. ( ) 
If). 'I'M lu^  cfivon nioro r pr.f)on r. i bi 1 i t y in i Fio job. ( ) 
17. To have good physica] surroundings on the 
job. ( ) 
18. To have one's personal life affected for 
qoofl, ))y occnrancos on the job. 
S.No. Item Response 
19. To have objective indications of security/ 
(such as job-tenure and company stability) ( ) 
20. To have housing facilities. ( ) 
21. To have more opportunities for promotion of 
efficient employees. ( ) 
22. To get transportation facilities. ( ) 
23. To have health suitable for the job. ( ) 
24. To like leave policies. ( ) 
25. To have opportunities for recreations. ( ) 
26. I would opt for a job having greater social 
rocuyiiiti on. ( ) 
27. Experiencing no feelings of castism on the 
job. ( ) 
28. To get medical facilities. ( ) 
29. To have mobility with regard to work. ( ) 
30. To participlate in decision making process. { ) 
Kindly furnish the follov^?ing information 
Name of the organisation 
Section 
Designa ti on 
Work experience in years 
Number of promotion earned 




Number of dopondonts 
Total salary per month 
Place of birth 
PLEASE USE THE SPACE IF YOU WANT TO MENTION IF ANY OTHER 
ASPECT NOT COVERED 
APPENDIX II 
putpoMc of blic prosonh investigation is to study 
I he iK'cdr, iiiid a;!pj rations of people working in various 
capncili(^R in Tndin. The BUCCOSS of the study would entirely 
depend on your honest and frank responr.er.. 
You are noL required to reveal your identity and your 
restionser! would be treated in striet eonfidence. 
We arc confident that you would cooperate 
wholeheartedly and help us in achieving our objective. 
M.wijn S. SulLnn Akhtar 
F^ oneairli rifliolar Prfennor of Pnyeholocjy 
|)('|i,ii I inciil (i| I'l'.ycho I (xjy |)r<par I men(. of I'syrlio logy 
Alitjarli Mnr.l iiM University Al igarh Muslim University 
Al.lC.Aini Af.fdARIl 
The foliov/ing statements pertain to your work 
nllnnlinii. |>|onno rond cnrorully mid IndLcoLo tlio oxtont to 
which you find thern satisfying. Each statement is to be 
evaluated as suggested below: 
Against each statement a bracket has been provided. 
ir you are VRRY MUCH SA'I'TSFTnn then put (5) within 
ths bracket. 
II yon nro SA'l'J SF.1 I'M) tlien put (4) in the bracket. 
Tf you are s r . IGI ITLY SATISFIFD then put ( 3 ) in the 
b rnokc' I-. 
Tf you are DISSATISFIED thon put (2) in the bracket. 
If you are VERY MUCfl DISSATISFIED then put (1) in the 
bracket. 
In this manner each statement is to be evaluated from 
S.No. 11 (Mil RosponsG 
1. 'I'o ooni[)lr>lr' a jol) r.urron sf u 1 1 y. ( ) 
7, 'I'o I 1 ko thr- actual tanks involved in getting 
I he jol) (ioiic. ( ) 
. To bo nincjlod our for praise. ( ) 
4. To (jniu r onponsi hi 1 i ty for own or others 
V'Mt I. i n < 1 jol). ( ) 
T'l ('li,u |i' ".I.iImm lliiont)h |)t otnoM "11. ( ) 
f ) . T o f m p p y wi Mi ( ) t ) p ' n o n r t n i i q n . ( ) 
7. Chnngo in n job which could load to further 
(irowlh. ( ) 
8. To ovnorrenco r^ntisfytng social interactions 
with ono's nub-ordinate. ( ) 
0. 'I'o obi-nil! norinl n ha tun throucjh job. ( ) 
10. 'I'o havo greater autonomy for work 
ftchcdn I I ii'i . ( ) 
11. To ox|)(M i finlhirylny nocJal inbcractiotiB 
wi hh ono'R bosr. ( ) 
12. To experience satisfying social interactions 
with ono's co-workors. ( ) 
13. 'J'o have competent supervisors ( ) 
14. To be in an organisation (institution) with 
good policies & administrative procedure. ( ) 
in. To l)o given moi e re.';pon n i 1)11 lly in Mio ;)ol). ( ) 
1 fi. To good t)hyr>ica1 surroundings on the 
job. ( ) 
17. To have one's p(>rr.onal life affected for 
gf)od, by occurrencc on the job. ( ) 
IB. To hnve objeelive isndieations of security 
(niieli as job tetmre) and company stability. ( ) 
I'>. To housing far ildi lies. ( ) 
0 . To li.iv" inoi (> oppoi I uit 1 I I en for promol 1 on of 
e f I i (• i on I cNii|) loyos . ( ) 
S.No. Item Response 
21. To get transportation facilities. ( ) 
22. To have health suitable for the job. ( ) 
23. To like leave policies. ( ) 
24. To have opportunities for rocrcntions. ( ) 
25. Experiencing no feelings of castism 
on the job. ( ) 
26. To get iiicdlcn] rncllltics. ( ) 
27. To have mobility with regard to work. ( ) 
28. To participate in decision making 
processes. ( ) 
Kindly furniFih tho following .-information 
Namr of tho organisation 
Section Designation 
Work oxporioncc in 
Number of promotion earned 
Rpocinl t-rninituj, if any 
Ago Marjtal Status 
I'ldnc.'i I I on/i I l.cvc I 
Number of Dopondout-R 
'roLal salary por rnoiiLli Rs 
Place of birth 
p I c.ir.c ufio the fipace If yon waul- Lo iiinition any other aspect 
not- covered. 
Appendix III 
^ ^ ^  
^FSPT ^ ^ snqs^  t 1 
Td!' fSiT t I wft % 3iTq ^tlTi^  % ^ m^if. cPTT f ^ I^F?^  3iFr 
^ m ^ ^ ^ m m I w ^ 'si' ^ i ^ 
I 
3|-R% SITCR^J 3(tpn m ^ ^^ 
Slk^ T ^ T ^iH ^ ^ "Wj" ^ ^ ^rTOT I 
^ t I t^ 
^ ^ ^ ^PM I I W 
5. % ^ w d ^ ^ I ^ ^ 
6. M ^ ^ S M t ^ ^ 
^ R^^ Tf ^ I I li. ^T^ 
7. ^ f^gi^ ^ ^ % 
3imR ^  ^^  VTlft ^'tr I ^ 
^ ^ ^ I I IT 
9. ^ ^ ^ t I ^ 
10. % f ^ ^qiff 
^ k m I ^ 
( 2 ) 
M W fWFT ( ) 
12. ^ (im i^^ Pi^ p) ^ f^ TIT 311^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ % 
t t^lcT^  ^  ^ t I ^ ^ 
13. % WT to ^ h K ta ^ ^ I ^ TTff 
^ ^ TOJ % ) W ^ ^ 
15. W T ^ ^ h^^ l^Rql ^ 
^ "^^ H ^ ^ ^ I T^ ^ 
\6. 3f50T ^ ^ ^ ^-^JTI 
311=1 ^ I 1 W ^ 
17. ^ ^ 
f ^ ^ ^ fira^ n ^  I ^ 
18. ^f^ifM ^  f ^ M ^ ^ ^IT' 
19. % t 
20. SfoiJi BPTR ^ 
^ jiFSR f^-qr ^  I I -gj T^h'lt 
% ^ ^ mn ^ 
( 3 ) 
f^w ( ) ^ nn^ 
23. ^ ^P^EflM ^  ^ ^ ^ 
JM ^ I 
24'. WT ^ ^ ^pWblt ^  ^ 
25. W T ^'-SITO ^ 
^^J ^f^ ^  I 1 
26. M ^ sm-^t TR % p t e ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ t I 
27 . ^ftit^ t I I 
28. ^ (im I^^ yl^ js) ^ f^ ^ 
sn^ j^tf ^  I^TO ^ ^ ^  I I 
29. ^ fsn^ jj % 
f^ ^ ^ I I 
30. ^ F N M % f ^ 3]^ f ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ if ^ ^ I I 
31. ^ ^ I 
32. f^^ ^ T^ ^ s n o ^ ^ fe, 
^ I 











( 4 ) 
^ f^ njiH ( ) ^ T O 
34. ^ ^ 3TOT W T ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ^^ 
35. M % ^ ^T ^ 
l^ qr ^  I IT ^ 
36. chU^lRiil # ^ T ^ ^ ^ p^Wch j l 
^ i R ^ ^ I 1 m T^a 
37. f^HPl if w? % % f^ 
38r'. ^ f ^ ^ w ^ ^ I m ^ 
39. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^PM ^ % ^^ ^  I I it 
40. f M ^ W^T ^ ^ sifil^pf^ w n 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ TRflj^?! I^TM I IT ^^ 
4 If. ^ g^TO t l ^ p q 
T^f IT T^^ f 
42. ^S^ ^ W m ^ ^ ^ ^ W f 
F^OT ^ t I IT ^Tfi 
43. W ^ ^ ^ p^rfijxnRqt. ^ 
W^^ t ft^ ^ I I I? 
44. sp^lftqf arq^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ I 1 IT ^ 
( 5 ) 
45. % F^i^  % f ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 If r^^ ' 
46. ^ tei ^ ^ I ^ ^ 
^R^n^ ^  JTTO ^  I ^ ^ 
47. # ^PT % W ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ % I m 
48. ^ ( w ^ ) ^ % ^ 
I IT ^ 
49. if ^  % ^ ^ 
wm R^cfi t IT r^ff 
50. B c ^ H TTI^  ^  % Ttft ^  I I,T Tt^ 
51. % f ^ ^ ^T ^ X T ^ 
^ I IT T^ n 
5z. ^ ^ ^ W f ^ t ^TcH f IT ^ 
I w m M^^ 'HMM I ^  ^T ^  ^ iter I li ^ 
54. ^^Nftqt ^ ^ ftf^ sR^ iT ^ ^nf^ 
^ ^ ^ t f^^ ^ ^ I it ^ 
^eiT I It' VT^ 
( 6 ) 
56. ^ R W t ^ t 
^ 1)311 I ^ ^ ^ 
57. ^ R W W ^ TO o z i t e t ^ ^ 
% 3PIR ^  T^fr f^^ ^  I Ij 
58. ^ ^ ^ f i r a^ ^ ^ 
l)^ ^  I IT ^ ^ 
59. ^ ^ f W ^ ^ ^ « 
I 1 m 
60. f^^Fhl % ^ ^ ^ 
W T I'feTf ^ nf^ I if 
